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Dungeons I Have Known

"Indie devs are putting more and more PCG in 
their games, and RL devs aren't being very 

imaginative in their use of PCG"

^^ Something along these lines
was said more than once yesterday



  

Rooms and Corridors

●Rogue
●Nethack

●Angband
●IVAN

●Countless others

Lots of ways to do this (with different effects on 
gameplay)



  

Rooms without Corridors

●DoomRL
●Crawl

●BSP dungeons

Again, lots of algorithms for this



  

Rooms without Corridors



  

Corridors without rooms

●DoomRL
●Others?



  

Buildings in open space

●DoomRL
●Cataclysm

●Mutant Aliens!



  

Buildings in open space



  

Caves

●DoomRL
●Crawl

●Cave Santa
●Several others

●Areas of Lait's 7DRLs
●Several roguebasin articles



  

Caves



  

Cave algorithms
●Cellular automata

(Need to ensure connected map)
(Or make mechanics that allow disconnection)

●Random walk excavation

●Diffusion limited aggregation
(Very flexible, guaranteed connected)

(Very stereotypical, not enough cycles)

● Minimal paths through perlin noise



  

Cave algorithms

Notepad time!



  

Mazes
●Larn

●KleinRL
●Grendel's Mother
●Crawl's labyrinth

●Nethack

Often unfun without some way of cheating or 
autopathing

●Larn - pulverise scroll, travel command
●KleinRL - picking up the walls and putting them 

back somewhere better



  

Mazes



  

Here's One I Made Earlier

●Angband Vaults
●DoomRL special levels

●Fragile Wrath
●NLarn
●Crawl

●Nethack



  

Wide Corridors

●Warden
●Meat Arena

●Mutant Aristocrats! (Not PCG)
●HyperRogue

●Rogue Rage?

Makes big differences to tactics



  

Rivers cutting through maps

●DoomRL
●NLarn

●Unangband
●Nethack?



  

Rivers



  

Dynamically changing maps

●Crawl Labyrinth?
●KleinRL

●IVAN
●SUN CRUSHER!!!

●HyperRogue II

●From player action only: Angband, Mutant 
Aliens, occasionally NLarn...



  

Landscapes

●libTCOD generator
●Ultima Ratio Regum

●Dwarf Fortress
●Cataclysm
●Infiniverse

●ADOM 2
●IVAN



  

Landscapes



  

Unusual local geometry

●4 directions: CQ, Warden, Hydra Slayer, ...
●6 directions: Meat Arena, Rogue Rage, Equal in 

Death, Hydra Slayer, ...
●8 Directions: *cough*

●HYPERROGUE (each heptagon surrounded by 
hexagons)



  

Unusual local geometry



  

Unusual local geometry...



  

Unusual global geometry: Toroids

●Hydra Slayer
●Grendel's Mother

●Unstoppable



  

Unusual global geometry: Toroids

●KleinRL
●Hydra Slayer

●More please :( :(



  

Unusual global geometry: hyperbolic 
plane

●HyperRogue

●More please :( :( :(



  

Unusual global geometry



  

Unusual global geometry: 
unrestricted connectivity

●Jeff Lait's 7DRLs
●Strange barely-comprehensible LOS experiment 

I made (Code on a different computer, demo 
used to be online)

●More please!



  

Links

Procedural Generation Wiki - 
http://pcg.wikidot.com

Roguebasin -
http://roguebasin.com

http://pcg.wikidot.com/
http://roguebasin.com/


  

PCG in other features

●RL devs can be very inventive with map 
generation

●Could do with more innovation in PCG items, 
monsters, abilities, magic effects, ...

●Well of Enchantments made a little progress on 
PCG magic items

●Binding of Isaac - subset of item list
●PCG monsters - Mutant Aliens (failure), a few 

DF things
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